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Photographs take us beyond words. They create visual
pathways into our feelings, memories, values, hopes and dreams.
This stunning collection of 75 full-colour photographs presents slices of both
urban and rural landscapes, capturing the everyday and the extraordinary,
the challenging and the joyful. That’s why this much-loved resource has
found its way into workshops, schools, organisations, communities, prisons
and counselling situations.
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Select a card that says something about what’s important to you
Select several cards and use them to tell a story
Select a card that represents an important goal
Use a card to introduce yourself at a workshop, meeting or conference
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See the booklet for lots more suggestions.
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75 full-colour, laminated cards,
185 x 140mm, polypropylene box,
48-page booklet
Booklet author: Russell Deal; Designer: Brent Seamer
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